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Arizona Fresh Landing Page Explanation and SERP Examples 

The goal of my Arizona Fresh landing page is to convert interested users into new customers. 
My target audience is people who want to sign up for a meal delivery service and are 
considering Arizona Fresh. Additionally, they’ve never used meal delivery before and find 
cooking and grocery shopping to be a hassle.  

I focused most of my attention on user experience (UX) and copywriting. Since UX is a key SEO 
factor, I wanted to make sure the page was easy to navigate and aesthetically pleasing. 
Additionally, I wanted the copy to be persuasive. I highlight features and benefits of Arizona 
Fresh to further peak users’ interest and include multiple CTA’s to encourage users to start the 
order process. 

The page is broken up into five sections, starting with the main above-the-fold section. Since 
users will mainly land on this page from a Google Ad that advertises a $50 discount, I mention 
that offer in the opening headline. I also include “Arizona Fresh” in that headline for two 
reasons.  

1) My original headline said, “Get $50 Off Your First Order.” When I showed a friend my 
rough draft, he didn’t catch the company name until further down the page. 

2) Arizona Fresh is a targeted keyword. This headline is also my H1 tag, and Google 
prefers that H1 tags include a keyword (Patel, n.d.).  

So, to ensure users instantly recognize this as an Arizona Fresh site, and to improve SEO, I 
added “Arizona Fresh” to the headline.  

In the opening section, I wanted to show an image of a meal that screamed “fresh.” So, I used 
this pretty strawberry salad that I photoshopped out of another image. I also included a CTA that 
encourages users to “get started” with the order process in hopes of converting users right 
away.  

To keep users engaged while scrolling, sections 2-4 focus on answering three key questions 
users have when considering a product or service they’ve never used before: 

• What is it? 
• Why should I care? 
• Why should I trust you? 

The 2nd section, “How It Works,” outlines the Arizona Fresh process, so users get a clear 
understanding of what Arizona Fresh does. I used high-quality images to draw users in and help 
tell the story. This section uses the keyword “meal kits,” and I also mention vegan and low 
calorie, which are words I’ve seen used with meal kit searches. I changed the CTA to “Order 
Now” so that the "Get started" CTA wouldn't feel like overkill. 



The 3rd section, “Why Choose Arizona Fresh,” highlights benefits to show users why they 
should care about Arizona Fresh. Additionally, I threw in another keyword “affordable meal kits.”  

The fourth section provides testimonials to instill trust in the user. The customers’ full names are 
provided to give the testimonials credibility. The testimonials also reflect different members of 
the target audience. It includes a mother who cooks for the family, a lady who isn’t a good cook, 
and a couple who works often. I want to reach a diverse mix of users without straying from the 
target audience. Despite their different backgrounds, each of these customers shares the goal 
of wanting convenient, easy-to-cook meals. 

Lastly, I end the page with a reminder of the $50 special and one last CTA to reel the user in. As 
recommended by Hubspot, I also included links to share the landing page on social media 
(Forsey, 2020). The more people who know about the page, the more potential clicks and sales 
for Arizona Fresh. 
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